Reading Annotations
Explanation: Annotating is a major skill we will use while reading in this class. We will annotate
a range of different texts. Annotating can be described as the process of marking up a text in
order to better understand its purpose and to learn something from the text. Annotations are
an individual activity and you will be assessed on your annotations often. You will annotate
using sticky notes, lined paper, and the app Kami. There are many different ways to annotate.
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Standards Based Annotations
Reading Annotations can also be connected to
the MS English Standards. Select a standard and
write your annotations based on those
standards.

Notes/Thoughts
Questions/DTQs
Vocabulary & Definitions
Summaries
Theme
Symbols
Figurative Language:
Similes, Metaphors,
Personification, etc
Character Traits/
Development
Setting
Conflicts
Climax
Tone
Mood
Allusions/
References

Notes/Thoughts
Questions/DTQs
Vocabulary & Definitions
Summaries
Author’s Purpose
Main Ideas, Argument &
Claims
★ Supporting
Facts/Evidence
★ Opposing Claims
Notes/Thoughts
Questions/DTQs
Vocab & Definitions
Summaries
Theme
Figurative Language
Symbols
Tone
Mood
Repetition
Allusions/References

Purposeful Annotations

Explanation: Another way to annotation is known as purposeful annotation, which can be
done for a PURPOSE, hence the name. Purposeful annotations can be done in order to
prepare to write an essay, paper or report or for a presentation or any other purpose. In
doing purposeful annotation, students must have a goal for their annotations.
Purposeful annotation will help students be able to:
1. Understand and learn from the text while reading
2. Do something with that text after reading
(The core idea is that annotation should help the reader during and after
reading.)

4 A’s Annotations
Explanation: We will also use the 4 A’s for annotating: Agree, Assumption, Argue and Aspire
to (or something to use later). When using this type of annotation, you would write notes
about what you agree with, assumptions the author makes, things you would argue the
author on and things you might aspire to in the future.

Annotations Rubric

